Helical Torsion Springs
Purpose
To provide information on spring testing and technology to spring designers and users. This
information is a guideline to develop standard methods for testing helical torsion springs.
Improved specifications will result when spring users are acquainted with workmanship
standards, dimensional and performance characteristics. This will enable spring suppliers to
select the materials, processes and attendant controls to assure reliable performance and
improved end user satisfaction. These guidelines are not intended to set criteria for the
acceptance of product.

Scope
Helical torsion springs formed by cold winding or coiling from round wire or shaped wire. The
ends used to attach the spring to adjoining members are as specified by the spring user. The
body coils have a constant diameter either close coiled with no initial tension or with a pitch
greater than one wire diameter. Unless otherwise noted, the springs are supplied in the low
temperature heat treated condition with the finish requested by the user.

General
Helical torsion springs are used in applications to resist or apply a twisting force or moment
(Figure ST-14, below). The wire is stressed in bending. Springs are usually mounted on a
shaft and twisted in a direction to reduce the diameter. Regardless of mounting, the spring
contacts the fixtures at three or more points. The contact points result in friction between the
spring and the mandrel and often move as the spring is deflected. This causes the spring to
move with respect to the fixture. The axis of rotation of the spring must be concentric with the
center line of the mandrel or mounting fixture. This is difficult. In practice due to required
clearance between the spring and the mandrel, the spring tends to rotate around the mandrel
(Figure ST-15, below). Intercoil friction, friction between the spring and the mandrel and lack
of concentricity of the spring and mandrel axis cause variation in test results between
laboratories. To minimize the variation, it is essential the test fixtures and procedures be
identical.

Figure ST-14. Helical Torsion Spring Definitions.
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